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The Rakian Kingdom is on the march, a thirty-thousand-strong army headed by Ares, God of War.

The target of their sudden invasion is none other than the world's greatest metropolis, Labyrinth City

Orario. As the armed menace approaches in thunderous lockstep, the city's inhabitants can do

nothing but...continue about their completely peaceful lives??? A prum proposes marriage, one

sweet boy becomes a bodyguard, the city girl's secret comes to light, while mortals and gods alike

are swept up in romance--these are the ordinary days of timeless deities and their dazzling children

in the fateful city of Orario!
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Fujino Omori is the author of the hilarious fantasy light novel series, Is it Wrong to Try to Pick Up

Girls in a Dungeon? Suzuhito Yasuda is the artist most known for his illustrations for the Durarara!!

light novel series as well as the hit new light novel series, Is It Wrong to Pick Up Girls in a Dungeon?

This is an amazing continuations of the story that picks up shortly after the events of book seven.

This book is not as high paced as book seven but it is still a great addition to the story.

I honestly enjoy reading these light novelettes. The author has a plan and leads you through it well.

I like this book because it doesnt focus on bell. Dont get me wrong the main character is bell but it



nice to see a author give development to other people. Some people may not like that but that fine

for me. It another good book in the IS IT WRONG TO TRY TO PICK GIRLS IN A DUNGEON

Series. IT shows what other characters do when there're not doing their "jobs". and hints to what the

next book in the series is going to be about.As a consumer in this captalist society i would buy

again.

I liked the book but it's somewhat boring because this volume contains sides stories, but as

expected this book is well written and is very easy to read for non english speakers, by the way I like

so much the series.

At first this book took me a bit to get into it but after I started reading I couldn't stop it caught me and

kept me going glad I finished reading it and want to go

This volume is all about love and their daily life.Still interesting but not that much excitement.The

author wrote that this is marking as the end of this arc, so you could call this book as

epilogue.Cannot wait for next book :)

While it did take much longer to get through, the end of this book is satisfying. Defiantly setting

things up for future story arcs. And also a greater depth to the characters themselves. Go get em

Bell.

Literally filer, the book. It does have some aspects that is important to the story, and side-stories

that fleshes out the side-characters. But too much praising, self-fulfilment and too little actual

combat, story progression makes this book less entertaining than others of the series. Here's to

hoping that the next one is not that bad
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